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Abstract
We present a method for constructing tensor product

Bezier surfaces from contour (cross-section) data. Mini-
mal area triangulations are used to guide the surface con-
struction, and the final surface reflects the optimality of the
triangulation. The resulting surface differs from the initial
triangulation in two important ways: it is smooth (as op-
posed to the piecewise planar triangulation), and it is in
tensor product form (as opposed to the irregular triangu-
lar mesh). The surface reconstruction is efficient because
we do not require an exact minimal surface. The triangu-
lations are used as strong hints, but no more than that.

The method requires the computation of both open and
closed isoparametric curves of the surface, using triangu-
lations as a guide. These isoparametric curves form a ten-
sor product Bezier surface. We show how to control sam-
pling density by filling and pruning isoparametric curves,
for accuracy and economy.

A rectangular grid of points is produced that is compat-
ible with the expected format for a tensor product surface
interpolation, so that a host of well-supported methods are
available to generate and manipulate the surface.

Keywords: surface reconstruction, contour data, mini-
mum area triangulation, Bezier surface, biomedical visual-
ization

1 Introduction
The classical reconstruction problem of finding a sur-

face from polygons extracted from serial sections is im-
portant to several disciplines. A common application is
reconstruction of slices of MRI or CT data (Figure 4), as
well as slice data from industrial and geophysical imaging.
The conventional way to reconstruct this data into a sur-
face is by an optimal triangulation, classically a minimum-
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area triangulation [3] (see Figure 5). This clearly creates a
polyhedral approximation to the surface. A smooth surface
reconstruction has advantages over a triangulation, just as
piecewise cubic curve fitting of point data has advantages
over piecewise linear fitting.1 If the interslice distance is
very small and each slice is densely sampled, then a tri-
angulation is fully adequate; however, this is often not the
case.2

It is infeasible to exactly find a minimal area smooth
surface reconstruction to the polygonal data.3 The beauty
of a triangulation is that there are only a finite number of
valid triangulations, and so it is tractable to find the opti-
mal one. Our approach, therefore, is to use the triangu-
lar reconstruction to guide the smooth surface reconstruc-
tion. In essence, we view the optimal triangulation as a
discrete approximation to the optimal surface reconstruc-
tion that needs only be refined. This approach also allows
us to tap into previous work on triangular reconstruction of
slice data, rather than abandoning it.

In this paper, we use the widely accepted optimality cri-
terion of minimum area. To repeat, rather than computing
a minimal surface exactly, we use the minimum-area trian-
gulation to guide us to a smooth surface that is consistent
with the minimum-area triangulation and thus a good ap-
proximation to a minimal surface interpolating the data.

We choose the rational Bezier surface as our smooth
surface, for reasons of efficiency and compatibility, and for
all of the well-known advantages of Bezier surfaces [2].
More specifically, we choose the tensor product rational

1Just as a line is not usually the best approximation to the shape of a
curve between two points, a triangle is not usually the best approximation
to the shape of a surface between three points (especially the shape of a
human organ).

2Slices are spaced out due to concerns about radiation exposure, limi-
tations in technology, limitations in time, and other factors.

3Moreover, this surface may not be desirable as precisely minimal
surfaces can adopt strange shapes.



Bezier surface. However, in order to interpolate a point set
by a tensor product surface, the points should be organized
into rows and columns of a rectangular grid. Moreover, the
points in each row (resp., column) of the grid will be placed
on the same isoparametric curve of the surface.4 Once we
have a rectangular grid of data points in this conventional
format, there are a host of well-supported ways of generat-
ing and manipulating the surface.

Therefore, our problem reduces to finding natural
isoparametric curves defined by the original slice data, in
orthogonal directions (or actually, just a set of points on
these isoparametric curves). The basic step in our method
is to choose a curve which spans the surface in one direc-
tion, place ’seed points’ along this curve, and allow these
seeds to ’flow’ in the orthogonal direction. The flow of a
single seed point defines a curve. The flow of the ensemble
of seed points defines a set of isoparametric curves which
are orthogonal to the originally chosen curve.

The following argument establishes why it is valid to
use the triangulation to find a point on the same isopara-
metric curve. As the number of points on each slice in-
creases, the triangles of the minimum-area triangulation
become thinner, and in the limit become lines connecting
two points on neighbouring slices. Notice that, in this limit
case, each point on slicei is connected to just one point on
slice i + 1. That is, this limit surface is a lofting between
the two slices.

Definition 1 A lofting of two curvesc(t) and d(t) is the
surface generated by joining each pair of points with the
same parameter value by a straight line, which becomes
an isoparametric curve of the surface.

Moreover, this is a minimum-area lofting since it is gen-
erated by the limit of minimum-area triangulations. In
other words, a minimum-area triangulation can be viewed
as a discrete approximation to a minimum-area lofting. But
a minimum-area lofting is itself a linear approximation to
the minimal-area surface connecting the two slices, the sur-
face that we are striving for (but willing to approximate
smoothly). That is, the straight lines of the lofting are
linear approximations to the isoparametric curves of the
minimal surface. Thus, a minimum-area triangulation is a
discrete approximation to a linear approximation of a min-
imal surface; and a triangle of a minimum-area triangula-
tion is a discrete approximation to a linear approximation
of an isoparametric curve of the minimal surface. The tri-
angles of the minimum-area triangulation should therefore
be used as guides to the isoparametric curves of the smooth
surface reconstruction.

4This is due to the fact that the rows and columns of a tensor product
control mesh are associated with isoparametric curves of the surface [2].

We will refer to the process of following the triangula-
tion to find isoparametric curves as ‘flowing over the trian-
gulation’ and the isoparametric curves that we find as ‘flow
lines’. We purposefully use the term ‘flow’ to describe this
process, since the flow of isoparametric curves across the
minimal triangulation behaves quite similarly to the flow
of liquid across a surface. However, we are not using tra-
ditional methods of flow computation.

Here is a high-level sketch of the method:

• Triangulate the original ’horizontal’ contour data.

• Place seed points along a central cross-section and
flow these points to form a collection of isoparamet-
ric (piecewise linear) curves orthogonal to the cross-
sections.

• Triangulate these ’vertical’ curves.

• Place seed points along one ’vertical’ curve and flow
these points to form a collection of isoparametric
curves (’horizontal’ again!).

At each stage, care must be taken to ensure that the ap-
proximations are adequate. The number and spacing of the
’seed points’ are adjusted, as needed.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we place this paper in the perspective of previ-
ous work on surface reconstruction from slices. In Sec-
tion 3, we formalize how to use the triangulation to com-
pute isoparametric curves of the surface reconstruction. In
Section 4, we show how to place the isoparametric curves
in order to properly cover the surface. In Section 5, we
show how the computation of closed isoparametric curves
differs from the computation of open isoparametric curves.
In Section 6, we recall how a tensor product surface can be
constructed from the isoparametric curves, or rather from
a grid of points on isoparametric curves. We review and
accumulate the steps of the entire reconstruction algorithm
in Section 7, and we end with some conclusions.

Note that in this paper we have chosen a very restricted
class of surfaces, namely those which are easily and natu-
rally described by a tensor product Bezier mesh. Essen-
tially, this limits us to surfaces which are topologically
equivalent to a cylinder. Branching structures are beyond
the scope of this work (but see [6]). We can easily adapt
our method to the reconstruction of surfaces with the topol-
ogy of a sheet or torus. For surfaces with the topology of a
cylinder, we must already deal with both open and closed
isoparametric curves. With the torus, both sets of isopara-
metric curves are closed, and with the sheet they are both
open.



Figure 1:P andQ are apex points,R is not

2 Related work
There is a large literature on optimal triangulations of

polygonal data organized into slices [5, 3, 1, 4, 6]. Most
of this work ([6] is an exception) consider the piece-
wise planar triangulation to be the final reconstructed sur-
face. There is also some work on directly reconstructing
a smooth surface, such as [7]. These direct smooth sur-
face reconstruction techniques do not compute triangula-
tions, and do not impose any minimal area conditions on
the smooth surface. Our method differs by its use of the
triangulation to guide the smooth surface reconstruction.
There are also many naive approaches to reconstructing
point data into a Bezier surface, by arbitrarily imposing a
rectangular structure on the data points (e.g., by their num-
ber in the slice).

3 Using the triangulation to flow up and
down

The minimum-area triangulation of the point data con-
tains considerable global information about the optimal
smooth minimal surface. In particular, given a pointP on
slice i, the triangulation gives a good range for the point
on slicei+ 1 (or i− 1) that lies on the same isoparametric
curve of the minimal-area surface (the point thatP flows
to). In this section, we will formalize this computation.

Definition 2 Let P be a point on slicei. The optimal
partner for P on slicei+ 1 is the point of slicei+ 1 that
lies on the same isoparametric curve of the minimal-area
surface asP . Thebest partner for P on slicei+ 1 is our
educated guess atP ’s optimal partner, using the minimum-
area triangulation as a guide.

Definition 3 LetP be a point on slicei that is a point of
our original data, and thus a point of the triangulation. If
P is connected by the triangulation to pointsαP , αP +
1, . . . , βP on slicei+ 1 withαP 6= βP , we callP anapex
point (Figure 1).

Let P be an apex point on slicei, connected to points
q, . . . , r on slice i + 1 (Figure 2(a)). The triangulation
has chosen this range of points as candidates for the best

Figure 2: (a) Best partner of an apex point (b) Best partner
of a non-apex point

partner. We compromise and choose the ‘midpoint’ of this
range, as follows.5 LetCi+1(t) be a curve interpolating the
data points on slicei+ 1. We choose the point onCi+1(t)
with parameter valuetq+tr2 as the best partner ofP , where
tq andtr are the parameter values of pointsq andr. No-
tice that if an appropriate parameterization is used (we use
and suggest centripetal parameterization [2]), this paramet-
ric midpoint is close to the true midpoint of this range. We
note this result for future reference.

Definition 4 If P is an apex point, as above, the best part-
ner ofP isCi+1( tq+tr2 ).

The triangulation does not directly indicate where the
best partners ofother points of slicei lie. However, we
do know that isoparametric curves, and thus best partners,
should not overlap on the final surface: ifQ is between
P andR on slicei, it should follow that bestpartner(Q) is
between bestpartner(P ) and bestpartner(R) on slicei+ 1.
This leads naturally to the following definition. (We again
assume that we have computed curvesCi(t) andCi+1(t)
interpolating the data points of slicei and i + 1, respec-
tively.)

Definition 5 LetP be a point on slicei, not an apex point,
with parameter valuet (Figure 2(b)). LetA1 andA2 be
the apex points on slicei that surroundP , with parameter
valuesa1 anda2. LetB1 andB2 be the best partners ofA1

andA2 on slicei+1, with parameter valuesb1 andb2. The

5We have considered other ways of choosing a point in this range, but
discovered that the parametric midpoint has the best behaviour. It also
happens to be the most efficient choice. For example, the closest point to
P is a candidate, but it keeps the best partner off of ‘mountains’ on slice
i+ 1, which are important features we do not want to lose.



best partner ofP is the point on
_

B1B2 in the same ratio

asP on the segment
_

A1A2: i.e., the point with parameter
value a2−t

a2−a1
∗ b1 + t−a1

a2−a1
∗ b2.

This establishes how the triangulation guides the flow of
points to neighbouring slices. We have restricted our dis-
cussion to upward flow, from slicei to slicei + 1: down-
ward flow from slicei to slicei− 1 is entirely analogous.

The reader will have noticed that we have made heavy
use of interpolating curves in the computation of best part-
ners. In effect, on each slicei, the original data consisting
of ni points has been replaced by a smooth curve6 that in-
terpolates this data. This is consistent with our goal of gen-
erating a smooth surface: a triangulated surface implicitly
represents each slice by the polygon connecting the data
points; a smoother curve is a better representation for the
slice (especially for biomedical objects).

4 Seeding flow lines
4.1 Original seeds

We are now ready to create isoparametric curves of our
surface (Figure 7). In the following, isoparametric curves
will be referred to as flow lines. We begin with ‘vertical’
isoparametric curves (if slices are horizontal).

We start with a data point (a ‘seed’) and flow it to all
other slices. Suppose there aren slices. IfPi is our original
seed on slicei, we computePj for i < j < n wherePj is
the best partner ofPj−1 (flowing up) and then we compute
Pj for 0 ≤ j < i wherePj is the best partner ofPj+1

(flowing down). The set{Pj : 0 ≤ j < n} is a discrete
representation of an isoparametric curve of the surface.

Initially, we choose seed points on only one of the
slices.7 We now explain why this is not enough.

4.2 Mountains
Consider Figure 3. It shows a tall feature on one slice.

These tall features are commonly connected to only one
point on a neighbouring slice by the minimum-area trian-
gulation, as shown.

Definition 6 A mountain is a segmentS of a slice such
that the data points onS are all connected by the trian-
gulation to a single pointQ on a neighbouring slice (Fig-
ure 3). IfP andR are the data points neighbouringQ, the

segment
_

PR is called thepassinto the mountain.

An interesting characteristic of the flow procedure of the
previous section is that it tends to avoid mountains. This is
due to the narrow passes onto mountains. In Figure 3, the

6We use cubic B-splines.
7We choose the middle slice in our implementation. Any one of the

slices is a good choice and delivers similar results, except for the first and
last slices which are often degenerate.

Figure 3: A mountain
_

AB

only way for a flow line to travel over the mountain
_

AB is

for the flow line to enter slicei in the segment
_

PR, a nar-
row pass that always contains just three data points. How-
ever, notice that it is very unfortunate to miss the moun-
tains, since the mountains of our data set contain all of the
interesting features: without mountains, each slice is es-
sentially flat. So to represent a tensor product surface by
a network of curves that remains in the valleys and rarely
ventures onto the mountains is a mistake. We therefore
seed the mountains as well.

Rather than identifying mountains by their above defi-
nition, we recognize them as features not yet captured by
the flow lines. Consider a slice and the flow lines that cross
it, say at pointsF1, . . . , Fm. Consider a data pointP on

this slice that lies on segment
_

FjFj+1. If the distance of

P from the line
↔

FjFj+1 is greater than some user-defined
valued, then we seed another flow line fromP . The value
of d allows the designer to control the feature size that will
be captured by the surface, and thus the accuracy of the
reconstruction. This process of looking for ‘mountains’
and seeding them is done repeatedly on each slice until
all mountains are covered by flow lines. Our experience
shows that there are only a few mountains that need to be
seeded in any data set (11 in the example of Figure 7).

Notice that the number of original seeds chosen in Sec-
tion 4.1 is not critical: we may start with only a few and
then rely upon the seeding of mountains as above. We cer-
tainly do not need to place a seed at every data point in
Section 4.1.

4.3 Flowing from mountains
The computation of best partners during the seeding

of mountains is slightly different than during our original
seeding. In the original seeding, the flow line is guided
only by the triangulation. However, we are now insert-
ing a flow line in between two existing flow lines, so the
new flow line must also be guided by these flow lines, to
avoid crossing neighbouring flow lines. Consider a new
seed pointP on slicei that lies between flow linesF1 and
F2, and suppose that we want to compute its best partner on



slicei+ 1. The triangulation suggests that the best partner

lies somewhere in the range
_

AB8 while the flow lines en-
force that it must lie between flow linesF1 andF2. To find
the best partner, we intersect these two ranges. If they do
not overlap (which occurs only rarely), the flow line range
takes precedence. Within this new range, we choose the
exact position of the best partner by straightforward linear
interpolation based on the position of the original pointP
within the associated interval on slicei.

4.4 Pruning flow lines
During the construction of flow lines, it is possible for

two flow lines to come undesirably close (based on some
user-defined measure), although they will never cross. This
commonly occurs if the triangulation and flow lines con-
spire to force two newly introduced flow lines through a
very thin pass. It is simple to identify this occurence9 and it
can be corrected as follows. Suppose that flow linesA and
B come undesirably close. At present, a flow line is only
defined byn points, one per slice. Let then points of flow
lineA beP1, . . . , Pn with parameter valuess1, . . . , sn on
their respective slices. Let then points of flow lineB be
Q1, . . . , Qn with parameter valuest1, . . . , tn. We create
the average of the two flow lines, defined by then points
with parameter valuess1+t1

2 , . . . , sn+tn
2 on slices1, . . . , n,

respectively. We then remove flow linesA andB and re-
place them by the average flow line.

5 Flowing in the orthogonal direction
We do not yet have the desired grid of points to con-

struct a tensor product surface. At present we have a set
of isoparametric curves (Figure 7) and we known points
on each of these isoparametric curves (the points where
these isoparametric curves cross the slices). Suppose that
we havem isoparametric curves and then points on the
jth isoparametric curve arep1,j , p2,j , . . . , pn,j (wherepi,j
lies on slicei). Suppose that we create a rectangular grid of
these points,{pi,j}. The points of the columns of this grid
lie on isoparametric curves, as desired, but unfortunately
the points of the rows do not: the points of rowi are shack-
led to slicei, and slicei is not necessarily an isoparametric
curve. We want to allow the points in theith row to stray
from the slices to achieve a better surface.

Luckily we have almost all of the weaponry to achieve
this: we merely interpret the flow lines we have constructed
as new slices and repeat the above procedure. That is, we
construct the minimum-area triangulation of the new slices
and use the triangulation to guide the construction of new

8For example, ifP lies between the two apex pointsA1 andA2, then
the range for the best partner ofP is between the best partner ofA1 and
the best partner ofA2.

9We have found it rarely necessary to prune flow lines in this way if
seeds are chosen properly.

flow lines. This will create isoparametric curves in the or-
thogonal direction.

The second triangulation will be somewhat faster be-
cause it is open rather than closed (O(n2) rather than
O(n2 log n)). It is also better-conditioned than the first,
but we do not use this to speed up the triangulation (e.g.,
by using a band-box triangulation) since we still want the
minimum-area triangulation. The whole algorithm can be
viewed as improving the quality of the data (for the pur-
poses of tensor product surface interpolation) and the final
data would be yet easier to triangulate.

There is only one problem: the original isoparametric
curves that we created were open, while the new isopara-
metric curves we will be creating must be closed (Fig-
ure 10). There is no guarantee that if we flow out from
pointP on slice 1, using the triangulation to guide us, that
this flow will return to slice 1 at the same pointP after it
wraps around. To enforce the creation of closed flow lines,
we use the following variation on finding the best partner.

Definition 7 From any slice, we can flow in two directions,
since the slices form a closed loop. We want to flow in
both directions and compromise. Letp be a seed point on
isoparametric curve 1. Suppose that pointsqL andqR on
isoparametric curvei are found by flowing left and right
fromP , with parameter valuestL andtR. Then we choose
the point with parameter valuetL+tR

2 as the best partner
of P on isoparametric curvei.

6 Construction of the tensor product Bezier
control mesh

Our goal in producing a rectangular grid of points was
to create an input compatible with the expected format for
a tensor product surface interpolation. Once we have a
point set in this conventional format, there are a host of
well-supported ways of generating and manipulating the
surface.

The construction of a tensor product (Bezier or B-
spline) interpolant is classical (see Farin [2]). As part of
the construction, the points of a row (resp., column) of the
rectangular grid define an isoparametric curve of the sur-
face.

7 The algorithm in review
We now review the entire reconstruction algorithm. The

input to the problem is a series ofn slicess1, s2, . . . , sn
(see Figure 4). Each slicesi is defined by an ordered set of
points. In the development of this paper, we have assumed
that the slices form a surface topologically equivalent to a
cylinder: that is, each slice is a single closed curve.10 This
is the format of data from many medical applications, such

10A slice usually lies in a plane and consecutive slices are often parallel,
but neither is a requirement of our method.



as the crucial areas of cardiology and neurosurgery. How-
ever, the same techniques can be used for surfaces topolog-
ically equivalent to a plane or a torus, since we show how
to deal with both open and closed isoparametric curves.

1. (Interpolate and resample.)On each slicesi, interpo-
late the points of the slice by a smooth rational curve
Ci (e.g., a cubic Bezier spline). This becomes the new
representation for the slice.

We assume that the original point data is well sampled
on the slices (as it is in our examples). If it is not,
it should be resampled fromCi. Resampling can be
used to correct either over- or under-sampling in the
original data.

2. (Triangulate) Construct a minimum-area triangulation
between each pair of slicessi, si+1 (see Figure 5). We
compute this triangulation using the method of Fuchs,
Kedem, and Uselton [3].

3. (Seed)

(a) Choose a subset of the data points on the middle
slice as seed points.

(b) Send a flow line out from each of the seed points,
using Definitions 4 and 5 to compute best part-
ners.

4. (Fill and prune)

(a) For each slicei
While there is a mountain (a data point at dis-
tanced or more from the polygon defined by the
points of the flow lines already on slicei: d is a
user-defined constant)
Send a flow line out from this mountain, using
Section 4.3.

(b) If desired, prune undesirably close flow lines, re-
placing by their average.

We now haven points onm isoparametric curves.

5. (Interpolate and resample, as in step 1)Interpolate
the points of each isoparametric curve (or flow line)
by a smooth rational curveFi (e.g., a cubic Bezier
spline). This becomes the new representation for the
flow line (see Figure 7). Resample each flow line to
generate a denser set of points. These become the new
data points on each flow line.

6. (Triangulate, as in step 2)Construct a minimum-area
triangulation between each pair of flow lines (Fig-
ure 8).

Figure 4: MRI slices of endocardial wall of heart’s left ven-
tricle

7. (Seed, as in step 3)Choose some of the data points on
one of the flow lines (say the first) as seed points, and
send flow lines out from each of these seed points,
using the method of Section 5.

8. (Fill and prune, as in step 4)Find mountains on the
flow lines and send flow lines out from them (see Fig-
ure 10). Prune undesirably close flow lines, if neces-
sary.

We now havem points on p isoparametric curves.
Moreover, the collection ofith points on these isoparamet-
ric curve all lie on the same isoparametric curve (in partic-
ular, theith isoparametric curve found in Step 5). Thus,
we have a rectangular grid of pointspi,j whose rows and
columns lie on the same isoparametric curve. This grid
of points can be passed to a classical tensor product sur-
face interpolation and rendering system (see Figures 11-
12). Notice that only features smaller than the toleranced
from Section 4.2 can be missed by the surface, so as the tol-
erance decreases, the fidelity of the surface to the original
data increases. Smaller tolerances reflect the original data
more accurately (including noise) but have more isopara-
metric curves across the surface and thus a bigger Bezier
control mesh.

8 Conclusions
We have shown how to build a smooth surface recon-

struction that is faithful to an optimal triangulation, without



Figure 5: Minimum-area triangulation

Figure 6: Some of the best partners

Figure 7: Vertical flow lines

Figure 8: Minimum-area triangulation of vertical flow
lines



Figure 9: Some best partners for vertical flow lines

Figure 10: Horizontal flow lines

Figure 11: Smooth surface reconstruction of left ventricle
(tolerance .03)

Figure 12: Smooth surface reconstruction of distal femur
(tolerance .1)



the intolerable expense of computing a truly optimal sur-
face. Although we approximate the given data by the sur-
face, the accuracy of the surface to the original point data
can be controlled by the designer. A characteristic of our
method is that each step discards previous data: we start
with original slices, move to vertical flow lines, and then
horizontal flow lines, which finally define the input to the
tensor product interpolation. Finally, we have addressed
the issue of sampling density by filling and pruning flow
lines, for accuracy, economy, and numerical stability.

In this paper, we have used the term ‘minimal area tri-
angulation’. It turns out that it is not always sufficient to
simply minimize the area. In certain pathological cases
(which are beyond the scope of this paper), it is necessary
to consider not only the area, but also the aspect ratio of in-
dividual triangles. Briefly, we achieve this by considering
both the area and the perimeter of each triangle. The effect
is to generate a minimal area surface almost everywhere–
the perimeter information simply breaks ties between com-
peting triangulations with very similar surface area.
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